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Abstract

Using the recent measurement of SNO salt phase experiment, we investigate how much the solar neutrino flux deficit
at SNO could be due toνe transition into antineutrino. Our analysis leads to rather optimistic conclusion that the SN
phase data may indicate the existence of Majorana magnetic moment. The prospect for the future BOREXINO expe
also discussed.
 2004 Elsevier B.V.
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In addition to the solar neutrino experiment
Super-Kamiokande (SK) [1], the recent neutrino
periments at Sudbury Neutrino Observatory (SN
[2–4] and KamLAND [5] indicate that the long
standing solar neutrino problem, discrepancy betw
the prediction of the neutrino flux based on the st
dard solar model (SSM) [6] and that measured by
periments, can be resolved in terms of neutrino
cillations. Both the experiments, SNO and SK, pro
the high energy tail of the solar neutrino spectru
which is dominated by the8B neutrino flux. The wate
Cerenkov experiments from Super-Kamiokande (S
[1] has observed the emitted electron from ela
scattering (ES) νx + e → νx + e, (νx = νe, νµ, ντ ),
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while SNO has measured the neutrino flux through
charged current (CC) processνe + d → p + p + e,
the neutral current (NC) processν + d → ν + p + n,
andES process given in the above. Very recently, SN
has measured the total active8B solar neutrino flux
with dissolved NaCl in the heavy water to enhan
the sensitivity and signature forNC interactions [4].
The results of the solar neutrino flux measured at
and SNO are given in Table 1. Note that the SNO
data I in Table 1 presents solar neutrino fluxes dete
throughCC, ES andNC without the constraint of an
undistorted8B energy spectrum, while the SNO sa
data II presents solar neutrino fluxes by adding
constraint. Based on a global analysis in the fram
work of two-active neutrino oscillations of all sola
neutrino data and KamLAND result, the large m
ing angle (LMA) solution is favored and oscillation
into a pure sterile state are excluded at high confide
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Table 1
Solar neutrino flux measured at SK and SNO in units of 16

cm−2 s−1

Experiment Interaction: flux
int
exp

SK ES: 2.35± 0.08
Old SNO ES: 2.39± 0.27

CC: 1.76± 0.11 NC: 5.09± 0.62
SNO salt I ES: 2.21± 0.30

CC: 1.59± 0.11 NC: 5.21± 0.47
SNO salt II ES: 2.13± 0.32

CC: 1.70± 0.11 NC: 4.90± 0.37

level [7]. It also appears that all non-oscillation so
tions of the solar neutrino problem are strongly dis
vored [8,9].

The spin flavor precession (SFP) solution of
solar neutrino problem [10], motivated by the possi
existence of nonzero magnetic moments of neutrin
has attracted much attention before the KamLAN
experiment. Although the KamLAND result exclud
a pure SFP solution to the solar neutrino proble
under the CPT invariance, a fraction of the fl
suppression of solar neutrino may still be attributed
SFP [11]. In this respect, we believe that the deta
investigation on how much the flux suppression
solar neutrino can be attributed to SFP will le
us to make considerable progress in understan
the solar neutrino anomaly as well as the in
structure of the Sun. In addition, the observation
solar active antineutrino flux must be a signat
for the existence of Majorana neutrinos and work
of SFP inside the Sun [10,12]. Recently, we ha
investigated a possibility to resolve the solar neutr
anomaly observed from the solar neutrino experime
in terms of the combination of the neutrino oscillatio
and the neutrino spin-flavor conversions [13].
achieve our goal, we have proposed a simple
model-independent method to extract information
νe transition into antineutrinos via SFP from th
measurements of8B neutrino flux at SNO and SK
and showed how much the solar neutrino flux defi
observed at SNO and SK could be due toνe transition
into antineutrino. As has been seen, in particu
our determination of the mixing between non-elect
active neutrino and antineutrino is not affected by
existence of transition into a sterile state [13].

In this Letter, we shall update the analysis based
the recent measurement of SNO salt phase experim
 t

and investigate how large the transition of solarνe
into non-electron antineutrinos could be respons
for the deficit of solar neutrino flux. As will be show
our analysis leads to rather optimistic conclusion t
the SNO salt phase data may indicate the existenc
Majorana magnetic moment.

Let us begin by considering how the experimen
measurement of the solar neutrino flux can be p
sented in terms of the solar neutrino survival pro
bility. The excess ofNC and ES can be caused no
only by the active neutrinos but also by the active
tineutrinos. The antineutrinos in question are mos
of the muon or tau types because of no observa
of ν̄e [14,15]. Bothνµ,τ and ν̄µ,τ scatter on electron
and deuterium nuclei through theirNC interactions,
with different cross sections. Assuming the SSM n
trino fluxes,
SSM = 5.05+1.01

−0.81 × 106 cm−2 s−1, and
the transition ofνe into a mixture of active (anti-)flavo
νa(ā) and sterileνs that participate in the solar neu
trino oscillations, one can write the SNOES, CC and
NC scattering rates relative to the SSM predictions
terms of the survival probability [16,17]:

RES
SNO≡ 
ES

SNO


SSM

= fB
[
Pee + r sin2α sin2ψ (1− Pee)

(1)+ r̄ sin2α cos2ψ (1− Pee)
]
,

(2)RCC
SNO≡ 
CC

SNO


SSM
= fBPee,

(3)RNC
SNO≡ 
NC

SNO


SSM
= fB

[
Pee + sin2α (1− Pee)

]
,

where r ≡ σNC
νa
/σCC+NC
νe

	 0.154 and r̄ ≡ σNC
ν̄a
/

σCC+NC
νe

	 0.114 for a threshold energy of 5 Me

[18], andPee is theνe survival probability. Here sin2α
indicates the fraction ofνe oscillation to active flavor
νa , whereasψ is a mixing angle that describes the li
ear combination of the probabilities ofνe conversion
into νa and ν̄a . Since there is a large uncertainty
the predicted normalization of
SSM, arising from the
uncertainty in the7Be+ p → 8B + γ cross-section
we have introduced a constant parameterfB to denote
the normalization of the8B neutrino flux relative to
the SSM prediction. We assume a common surv
probability for all the three measurements. Using
measured values of the ratesR, we can estimate the a
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lowed regions of the quantitiesfB, Pee andα. In par-
ticular, the fraction ofνe oscillation toνa is described
by the relation [16,17],

(4)sin2α = RNC
SNO−RCC

SNO

fB −RCC
SNO

.

Imposing the SSM constraintfB = 1 ± 0.18 [16] and
the experimental results for the ratiosR, we obtain

(5)sin2α = 1.05± 0.32.

We see that the evidence for transitions to ac
neutrinos is at the 3.3σ C.L., but large sterile fraction
are still allowed.

From Eqs. (1)–(3), we see that the mixing angleψ
is related with the measured neutrino fluxes as follo

(6)r sin2ψ + r̄ cos2ψ = RES
SNO−RCC

SNO

RNC
SNO−RCC

SNO

,

where we have assumed that sin2α is nonzero. The
expression (6) shows that the determination of
mixing angleψ is independent of nontrivial sin2α,
and the precise measurements ofRES

SNO, RNC
SNO, RCC

SNO
as well as the values ofr andr̄ make it possible to se
how much the solar neutrino flux deficit can be cau
by SFP. We note that any deviation of the value
sin2ψ from one implies the evidence for the existen
of νe transition into non-sterile antineutrinos, and
there is no transition of solar neutrino due to t
magnetic field inside the sun, the left-hand side
Eq. (6) should be identical to the parameterr. To
obtain the values for the right-hand side of Eq. (6),
consider two combinations of the experimental res
measured throughCC, ES andNC interactions:

(a) SNO salt data phase I:
(

CC

SNO,

ES
SNO,


NC
SNO

)
,

(b) SNO salt data phase II:
(

CC

SNO,

ES
SNO,


NC
SNO

)
,

and then the results are given as follows:

(7)Eq. (6)⇒
{
(a) 0.171± 0.089,

(b) 0.134± 0.105.

Sincer̄ � r sin2ψ + r̄ cos2ψ � r, we notice that the
left-hand side of Eq. (6) prefers to lower sides
Eq. (7), and leads to

(8)sin2ψ =
{
(a) 1.43± 0.33,

(b) 0.51± 0.39.

From Eq. (8), we see that both pure active neutr
oscillation and neutrino oscillation+ SFP are allowed
for the SNO salt data I (combination (a)) within 2σ
level, whereas the SNO salt data II (combination (
shows that the existence of solarνe transition intoν̄a
is at 1.3σ although the pure active neutrino oscillati
is allowed within 2σ . Therefore, only new SNO
data constrained by undistorted8B neutrino spectrum
implies an evidence for the existence of the spin-fla
transition due to Majorana neutrino magnetic mom
in the solar neutrino fluxes. We note that the m
reason for sin2ψ > 1.0 in the case of (a) is due t
large deviation ofCC flux from ES one. Thus, the
precise determination of the central values of each
as well as reduction of the uncertainties will lead
to precisely probe the existence of the solar neut
transition into antineutrino in the above way. In th
analysis, we have taken into account only SNO
phase results. If we replace the SNOES rates with the
SK ES one as done in [13], the value of sin2ψ comes
out to be very large because the flux of SKES is rather
larger than those of SNO saltES as shown in Table 1

Let us briefly discuss the prospect for future exp
iment, BOREXINO, which will detect the medium e
ergy7Be, CNO and pep solar neutrinos throughES in-
teraction [19]. Assuming that the observed flux defi
of solar neutrinos is due to the combination of ne
trino oscillations and SFP transitions, we can pre
RES

BOR =
ES
BOR/
SSM. In order to do that, we first de

termine the survival probability of the medium ener
neutrinos by comparing Homestake event rate [
with the SNOCC result. Since the fractional contr
butions of the high energy8B and the medium energ
neutrinos to the37Cl signals are 76.4% and 23.6%, re-
spectively, the measured rate divided by the SSM p
diction for the Homestake experimentRCl with oscil-
lations is given by

(9)RCl = 0.764fBPB
ee + 0.236PM

ee ,

wherePB
ee is the survival probability for8B neutrinos,

whereasPM
ee is that for the medium energy neutrino

Since fBP
B
ee is equivalent toRCC

SNO, we can obtain
the numerical value ofPM

ee by using the experimenta
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results forRCC
SNO andRCl:

(10)PM
ee =

{
(a) 0.409± 0.105,

(b) 0.338± 0.105.

Similar to the SNO measured rates, by allowi
both neutrino oscillation and SFP transitions,
BOREXINO ES rate relative to the SSM prediction
in terms of the survival probability is presented as

RES
BOR = PM

ee + sin2α
(
r sin2ψ + r̄ cos2ψ

)
(11)× (

1− PM
ee

)
,

where r 	 0.213 and r̄ 	 0.181 for 7Be neutrinos.
Using the above results Eqs. (5), (8), we can obtain

(12)RES
BOR =

{
(a) 0.549± 0.117,

(b) 0.475± 0.116.

It can be interesting to compare the above w
the predictions for pure neutrino oscillation cas
(sin2ψ = 1) which are given by

(13)RES
BOR =

{
(a) 0.541± 0.116,

(b) 0.486± 0.117.

We note that the main uncertainties in (12), (1
are due to the uncertainty inPM

ee . From the above
results, we see that it might be difficult to discrim
nate between pure oscillation solution and oscillat
+ SFP solution unless the future BOREXINO exp
iment measuresRES

BOR with the uncertaintyδRES
BOR ∼

2–3%. If the future SNO experiment could reduce
errors in the flux measurements to about 50%, t
the uncertainty on sin2ψ becomesδ sin2ψ 	 0.17 (a),
0.19 (b), and if the errors inPM

ee could be reduced to
30%, the uncertainties in the prediction forRES

BOR be-
comes aboutδRES

BOR 	 0.05 which is still a little large
to see whether there exists an evidence for the e
tence of spin-flavor transition from BOREXINO e
periment. However, since oscillation+ SFP solution
prefers lower value ofRES

BOR, if the future BOREX-
INO will measureRES

BOR � 0.37, it might be an indirec
evidence for the existence of Majorana neutrinos
working SFP mechanism in the Sun. In addition,
hope that the future BOREXINO experiment wou
make us to decide which case of SNO data set betw
(a) and (b) is more relevant.

In summary, we have examined in a simple a
model-independent way how much theνe transition
into antineutrinos could be in the solar neutrino flu
The SNO salt data constrained by an undistor
8B energy spectrum indicates the existence of Ma
rana magnetic moment and working SFP mechan
within about 1σ level, while the SNO salt data with
out that constraint allows both pure active neutrino
cillation and the effect of SFP within 2σ level. The
prospect for the future BOREXINO experiment h
been discussed.
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